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Abstract

A new technique is presented for proving that a consequence system en-
joys Craig interpolation or Maehara interpolation based on the fact that these
properties hold in another consequence system. This technique is based on the
existence of a back and forth translation satisfying some properties between
the consequence systems. Some examples of translations satisfying those prop-
erties are described. Namely a translation between the global/local conse-
quence systems induced by fragments of linear logic, a Kolmogorov-Gentzen-
Gödel style translation, and a new translation between the global consequence
systems induced by full Lambek calculus and linear logic, mixing features of a
Kiriyama-Ono style translation with features of a Kolmogorov-Gentzen-Gödel
style translation. These translations establish a strong relationship between
the logics involved and are used to obtain new results about whether Craig
interpolation and Maehara interpolation hold in that logics.
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1 Introduction

The well-known family of negative translations (Kolmogorov-Gentzen-Gödel) from
classical logic into intuitionistic logic, were introduced as a way of proving the
consistency of classical logic by reducing it to the consistency of intuitionistic logic
(see the works of Kolmogorov [18] and Glivenko [11] for the propositional case and
the works of Gentzen [10] and Gödel [12] for the predicate case).

Subsequently, special designed translations were used to show that other proper-
ties besides consistency, like for instance cut-elimination [16] and undecidability [17],
hold on a deductive system relative to another, that is, hold on a deductive system
whenever they hold on another deductive system. Similar results can be found in
other scientific areas, like for instance in complexity theory, where frequently the
answer to a problem is shown to be related, usually through a kind of translation,
to the answer of a different problem.

These kind of preservation results are, despite their importance, usually shown
in a case by case basis, although recently there can be seen a widely and growing
effort to generalize preservation results so that they can be applied once to a whole
class of entities [4, 5, 26, 28].

Herein we propose a new method for checking whether Craig interpolation and
Maehara interpolation hold in a logic. This method is based on the existence of
a special kind of translation between an abstract consequence system in which we
want to investigate those properties and another abstract consequence system. If it



is the case that such a translation exists, then, if the destination system enjoys those
properties than the source consequence system would also enjoys them. Otherwise,
even if the destination system does not enjoy the properties, the fact that there
exists such a translation allows to reduce that question to the same question but
over that destination system (a system in which it may be simpler to investigate
the interpolation properties).

The use of abstract consequence systems make the preservation results very
general and applicable in a wide range of situations. In fact the results presented in
this work can be applied either to consequence systems defined model-theoretically
or to consequence systems induced by deductive systems (for instance consequence
systems based on the local or the global consequence relation induced by a deductive
system). Moreover they can be applied to propositional based consequence systems
or to first-order based consequence systems.

The generalized translation schema investigated herein is general enough to be
satisfied by several interesting translations (see Section 5). Some of the translations
developed in this work are variants of well studied translations, adapted to the
specific logic systems being considered in order to satisfy the conditions of the gen-
eralized translation schema. For instance, a new kind of translation mixing features
of a Kolmogorov-Gentzen-Gödel style translation and features of a Kiriyama-Ono
style translation is developed between the global consequence systems induced by
full Lambek calculus and linear logic.

New results about whether Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation over
local consequence and global consequence hold in some logics are proved. We show
that full Lambek calculus with exchange and weakening enriched with multiplicative
rules of linear logic enjoys Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation over global
consequence. We reduce the problem of checking whether Craig interpolation and
Maehara interpolation hold in a linear logic with classical and intuitionistic rules,
to its intuitionistic component. Finally we show that the logic resulting from the
fibring of intuitionistic and classical logic enjoys Craig interpolation and Maehara
interpolation both over its local consequence relation and over its global consequence
relation .

Although not explored in this work, we observe also that another use of the
results obtained herein is proving that Craig interpolation and Maehara interpola-
tion does not hold in a logic. In fact, in order to show that a consequence system
does not enjoy those properties it is sufficient to establish a translation to that sys-
tem from a consequence system which does not enjoy those interpolation properties.

Organization. The basic notions of consequence system, consequence relation, Craig
interpolation and Maehara interpolation are defined in Section 2. In Section 3, Mae-
hara generalized translation schemas and Craig generalized translation schemas,
over generic abstract consequence systems, are introduced, and the theorems regard-
ing the preservation of Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation are proved.
Examples illustrating the preservation results and generalized translation schemas
are presented in Section 5 for the global and the local consequence relations in-
duced by a deductive system. These deductive consequence relations were defined
in Section 4 after introducing the basic notions of sequent, sequent calculus and
data structure associated to a sequent. Moreover interesting relationships between
those consequence relations are also established in Section 4. Finally, in Section 6,
we draw the conclusions.

For the benefit of the reader there is an Appendix [2] to this work where we provide
the details of the proofs that are just sketched or not proved at all herein (proofs
that follow in an expected way are just sketched or not proved at all in order to
simplify the presentation).
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2 Basics

Translation schemas are defined quite generally through abstract consequence sys-
tems so that examples of such translations can be found in several different areas.
By an abstract consequence system, or simply, a consequence system, we consider a
pair (L,`) where L is a set and ` ⊆ (℘L)× L is such that:

• (reflexivity) {ϕ} ` ϕ;

• (monotonicity) Γ′ ` ϕ whenever Γ ` ϕ and Γ is contained in Γ′;

• (transitivity) Γ,Ψ,∆ ` ϕ whenever Ψ ` ψ and Γ, ψ,∆ ` ϕ;

where Γ, Γ′, Ψ and ∆ are contained in L and ψ and ϕ are elements of L. The set L is
called the language of the system and its elements are called formulas. The relation
` is called the consequence relation. To simplify the presentation, in the rest of the
paper, when writing Γ ` Ψ, we mean Γ ` ψ, for every ψ in Ψ. Moreover, given a set
L, a function from L to the power set of another set, is called an L-function, and
given an L-function f to the power set of a set S and a subset S′ of S, we denote
by Lf,S′ the set {ϕ ∈ L : f(ϕ) ⊆ S′}. We may simply write LS′ for Lf,S′ when
there is no ambiguity about which L-function is being considered.

We now propose a very general definition of Craig interpolation and Maehara in-
terpolation over abstract consequence systems. A consequence system (L,`) enjoys
Craig interpolation with respect to an L-function var, whenever, if

Γ ` ϕ and var(Γ) ∩ var(ϕ) 6= ∅

then

there is non-empty Ψ ⊆ Lvar(Γ)∩var(ϕ) such that Γ ` Ψ and Ψ ` ϕ

for every Γ ⊆ L and ϕ ∈ L, and it enjoys Maehara interpolation with respect to an
L-function var, whenever, if

Γ,∆ ` ϕ and var(Γ) ∩ (var(∆) ∪ var(ϕ)) 6= ∅

then

there is non-empty Ψ ⊆ Lvar(Γ)∩(var(∆)∪var(ϕ)) such that Γ ` Ψ and Ψ,∆ ` ϕ

for every Γ,∆ ⊆ L and ϕ ∈ L. Given a consequence system, in order for the defi-
nitions we propose to coincide with the usual definitions of Craig interpolation and
Maehara interpolation for that system, it is sufficient to define the function var so
that it maps a formula to the set of symbols relevant for interpolation according to
that usual convention for that system. For the sake of illustration consider the case
of classical first-order logic. Some authors when considering Craig interpolation in
the context of that logic require that the set of predicate symbols in the interpolant
is contained in the common predicate symbols of the hypothesis and the conclusion,
while others, besides predicate symbols, require also a similar condition over func-
tion symbols and free variables. The Craig interpolation definition proposed herein
is appropriate in both situations since the set of symbols relevant for interpolation is
a parameter of the definition, and so, it can be adjusted depending of the case. Note
however that the logical aspect of the definition remains unchanged. Hence, when
in the first situation, it is considered an L-function that maps a first-order formula
to the set of predicate symbols appearing in it, and when in the other situation,
the L-function considered would map a first-order formula to the set of predicate
symbols, free variables and function symbols appearing in the formula.
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We observe that Maehara interpolation is also known in the literature as Craig-
Robinson interpolation property or Strong interpolation property (see for instance [8,
27, 6]). Interesting relationships can be established between these interpolation
properties when the underlying consequence system enjoys some additional charac-
teristics. For instance, when the consequence system enjoys compactness and has
implication those two interpolation properties are equivalent, and when it enjoys
Craig interpolation, metatheorem of modus ponens and metatheorem of deduction
then Maehara interpolation holds (see for instance [4] for more information on this
subject). Note that the metatheorem of deduction and the metatheorem of modus
ponens can be defined over consequence systems that may not have an implication,
and that there exist consequence systems with implication enjoying only a con-
strained form of metatheorem of deduction as is the case for instance of classical
first-order logic.

3 Generalized translation schema

In this section we introduce Maehara generalized translation schemas and show that
they can be used to prove the preservation of Maehara interpolation. Similarly we
define a weaker notion of translation, called Craig generalized translation schema,
that can be used to prove the preservation of Craig interpolation. The translation
schemas are defined as general as possible in order to preserve those properties, and
so, as we show in Section 5, several interesting translations can be shown to satisfy
their conditions.

A Maehara generalized translation schema from (L,`) to (L′,`′) via (L◦,`◦)
with respect to an L-function var and an L′-function var′, where L◦ ⊇ L ∪ L′ and
`◦ ⊇ ` ∪ `′, is a tuple (h1, h2, h) where h1, h2 : L → L′ and h : L′var′(h1(L)) → L
such that

1. h1(Ψ) `′ h2(ϕ) whenever Ψ ` ϕ;

2. ϕ `◦ h1(ϕ) and h2(ϕ) `◦ ϕ;

3. Ψ ` h(ϕ′) whenever Ψ `◦ ϕ′;

4. h(Ψ′),∆ ` ϕ whenever Ψ′,∆ `◦ ϕ;

5. var′(h1(ϕ)) ∩ var′(h2(ψ)) 6= ∅ whenever var(ϕ) ∩ var(ψ) 6= ∅;

6. var(h(Ψ′)) ⊆ var(Ψ) ∩ (var(∆) ∪ var(ϕ)) whenever var′(Ψ′) ⊆ var′(h1(Ψ)) ∩
(var′(h1(∆)) ∪ var′(h2(ϕ)));

where Ψ ∪∆ ∪ {ϕ,ψ} is contained in L and Ψ′ ∪ {ϕ′} is contained in L′var′(h1(L)).

A Craig generalized translation schema is a tuple 〈h1, h2, h〉 satisfying conditions
similar to the ones of a Maehara generalized translation schema with only the
following differences: i. h : L′var′(h1(L))∩var′(h2(L)) → L; ii. the formulas in Ψ′ ∪ {ϕ′}
are in L′var′(h1(L))∩var′(h2(L)); and iii. ∆ = ∅.

In Section 5 we present several interesting instances of the Maehara generalized
translation schema: in Subsection 5.1 we describe an interesting translation between
a consequence system for linear logic and a consequence system for its intuition-
istic fragment, in Subsection 5.2 we present a new translation with Kiriyama-Ono
style features and Kolmogorov-Gentzen-Gödel style features between a consequence
system for full Lambek calculus enriched with some linear logic rules and a conse-
quence system for a more weaker fragment of full Lambek calculus, and finally in
Subsection 5.3 we describe a Kolmogorov-Gentzen-Gödel style translation between
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a consequence system for the logic resulting from the combination of intuitionistic
and classical logic and a consequence system for intuitionistic logic.

The deep relationship established by a Maehara generalized translation schema
between two consequence systems can be used to transfer Maehara interpolation
between them, as we show in the next theorem.

Theorem 3.1 A consequence system (L,`) enjoys Maehara interpolation with re-
spect to an L-function var, if (i) there is a Maehara generalized translation schema
from (L,`) to another consequence system (L′,`′) with respect to var and an L′-
function var′; (ii) (L′,`′) enjoys Maehara interpolation with respect to var′.

Proof: Let (h1, h2, h) be a Maehara generalized translation schema from (L,`) to
(L′,`′) via a consequence system (L◦,`◦), with respect to an L-function var and
an L′-function var′. Assume that (L′,`′) enjoys Maehara interpolation over var′.
Suppose that Γ,∆ ` ϕ and var(Γ) ∩ (var(∆) ∪ var(ϕ)) 6= ∅. Then

h1(Γ), h1(∆) `′ h2(ϕ) and var′(h1(Γ)) ∩ (var′(h1(∆)) ∪ var′(h2(ϕ))) 6= ∅

using condition 1 and condition 5 of the definition of Maehara generalized transla-
tion schema. Since (L′,`′) has Maehara interpolation there is a non-empty finite
set Ψ′ of formulas of L′ such that

h1(Γ) `′ Ψ′ and Ψ′, h1(∆) `′ h2(ϕ)

and var′(Ψ′) ⊆ var′(h1(Γ)) ∩ (var′(h1(∆)) ∪ var′(h2(ϕ))). So h1(Γ) `◦ Ψ′ and
Ψ′, h1(∆) `◦ h2(ϕ). Using condition 2 of the definition of Maehara generalized
translation schema and the transitivity of the consequence relation the following
holds

Γ `◦ Ψ′, Ψ′,∆ `◦ ϕ with var′(Ψ′) ⊆ var′(h1(Γ)) ∩ (var′(h1(∆)) ∪ var′(h2(ϕ))).

Finally, using condition 3, condition 4 and condition 6, Γ ` h(Ψ′) and h(Ψ′),∆ ` ϕ
and var(h(Ψ′)) ⊆ var(Γ)∩ (var(∆)∪var(ϕ)). Hence h(Ψ′) is a Maehara interpolant
in (L,`) for Γ,∆ ` ϕ. �

A result similar to Theorem 3.1 can be proved for Craig interpolation when
there is a Craig generalized translation schema between the consequence systems.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is provided in the Appendix [2] and omitted here since
it is very similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.2 A consequence system (L,`) enjoys Craig interpolation with respect
to an L-function var, if (i) there is a Craig generalized translation schema from (L,`)
to another consequence system (L′,`′) with respect to var and an L′-function var′;
(ii) (L′,`′) enjoys Craig interpolation with respect to var′.

We now prove that it is possible to extract a Craig generalized translation schema
from a Maehara generalized translation schema without imposing any conditions.
This useful result allows that, in Section 5, dedicated to examples, we only con-
centrate on Maehara generalized translation schemas. We provide its proof in the
Appendix [2] and omit it here, since it follows straightforwardly.

Proposition 3.3 Given a Maehara generalized translation schema 〈h1, h2, h〉 from
the consequence system (L,`) to the consequence system (L′,`′) via the conse-
quence system (L◦,`◦) with respect to an L-function var and an L′-function var′,
the tuple

〈h1, h2, h
−〉

where h− is the restriction of h to the set L′var′(h1(L))∩var′(h2(L)), is a Craig general-

ized translation schema from (L,`) to (L′,`′) via (L◦,`◦) with respect to var and
var′.
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The previous result about how from a Maehara generalized translation schema is
possible to extract a Craig generalized translation schema, Proposition 3.3, allows to
prove a theorem for preservation of Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation
relying only on the existence of a Maehara generalized translation schema.

Corollary 3.4 A consequence system (L,`) enjoys Craig/Maehara interpolation
with respect to an L-function var, if (i) there is a Maehara generalized translation
schema from (L,`) to another consequence system (L′,`′) with respect to var and
an L′-function var′; (ii) (L′,`′) enjoys Maehara interpolation with respect to var′.

The proof of the corollary is omitted since it follows immediately by using Propo-
sition 3.3, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.

4 Deductive consequence systems

In this section we introduce consequence systems generated by deductive systems.
This type of consequence systems is going to be used in Section 5 when illustrating
the definitions and results of Section 3. We use finitary sequent calculi as deductive
systems. That is, in this work, a deductive system D is a pair (L,R) where L
is the language of the system and R is a set of rules presented using sequents.
Sequents are pairs 〈Ψ,∆〉 of finite collections of formulas represented as Ψ → ∆.
Rules are triples ({s1, . . . , sn}, s, π) represented as s1 ... sn

s
/π , where s1, . . . , sn, s

are sequents and π is a proviso, that is, a condition that should be satisfied when
using the rule in a derivation. There is an intimate relationship between the data
structure used for the collections of formulas in sequents and the presence of some
rules in the deductive system. For example, for some deductive systems, Ψ and ∆
are sequences, for others they are multisets and the permutation rule is not present
int the system, and for others they are sets and no structural rules are present. In
the sequel, given a deductive system D, we refer to the type of structure (sequence,
multiset or set) used for collections of formulas in sequents as tD. By a tD-collection
of formulas we mean either a sequence, or multiset or set of formulas whenever tD
is sequence, multiset, or set, respectively. In the sequel, given a tD collection of
formulas Ψ, we denote by Ψs the set with the formulas in Ψ. Derivations in a
sequent calculus are defined in the usual way using sequents.

We consider two types of consequence relations over a sequent calculus D, the
global consequence relation, or simply the global relation, and the local consequence
relation, or simply the local relation. The global relation `gD is such that Ψ `gD ϕ
whenever→ ϕ is derivable in D from the set of hypothesis {→ ψ : ψ ∈ Ψ}. The local
relation `lD is only considered on calculi where the Axiom rule, that is, a rule of the

type
ϕ,Γ→∆,ϕ

, and the Cut rule, that is, a rule of the type
Γ1→∆1,ϕ ϕ,Γ2→∆2

Γ1,Γ2→∆1,∆2
,

are admissible, and is such that Ψ `lD ϕ whenever Ψc → ϕ is derivable in D, for
some finite tD-collection Ψc with Ψc

s ⊆ Ψ. So when using `lD we are assuming
that both the Axiom rule and the Cut rule are admissible in D. Given a deductive
system D = (L,R) it is not difficult to show that the pairs (L,`lD) and (L,`gD)
constitute consequence systems. We may call `lD as the local consequence relation
induced by D or simply the local consequence when there is no ambiguity, and `gD
as the global consequence relation induced by D or simply the global consequence.
Note that, in the context of deductive systems, Craig interpolation and Maehara
interpolation over local consequence are not so well studied in the literature, as far as
we know, as Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation over global consequence
(see [14, 7, 1, 21] mainly about Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation over
global consequence).

Interesting relationships can be established between the local consequence and
the global consequence induced by a deductive system. The following proposition
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states that it is always the case that local consequence implies global consequence
(by local consequence implies global consequence in the context of a deductive system
D, we mean that if Ψ `lD ϕ then Ψ `gD ϕ, and by global consequence implies local
consequence we mean that if Ψ `gD ϕ then Ψ `lD ϕ).

Proposition 4.1 Let D be a deductive system and Ψ∪{ϕ} a set of formulas of D,
then if Ψ `lD ϕ then Ψ `gD ϕ.

Proof: The proof follows by showing that if Ψc → ∆ is derivable in D from a set
of hypothesis H then → ∆ is derivable in D from the set {→ ψ : ψ in Ψc

s} ∪ H,
by induction on the number of formula occurrences in the tD-collection of formulas
Ψc. The base follows straightforwardly. Step Assume that for all tD-collections of
formulas Ψc whose number of formula occurrences is n, if Ψc → ∆ is derivable in
D from a set of hypothesis H then → ∆ is derivable in D from the set {→ ψ :
ψ in Ψc

s} ∪ H. Let Ψc be a tD-collection of formulas whose number of formula
occurrences is n + 1 and assume that Ψc → ∆ is derivable in D from a set of
hypothesis H. Assume Ψc is the tD-collection of formulas Ψcl, ψ,Ψcr. Then, there
is a derivation in D for Ψcl,Ψcr → ∆ from H∪{→ ψ} since Cut is admissible. So, by
induction hypothesis,→ ∆ is derivable in D from the set {→ ψ : ψ in (Ψcl,Ψcr)

s}∪
H ∪ {→ ψ}, that is, from the set {→ ψ : ψ in Ψc

s} ∪H, as we wanted to show. �

Although global consequence does not, in general, implies local consequence, it
is however possible to prove that this is the case on deductive systems with rules
and provisos satisfying some conditions, as is shown in the next proposition. For
those deductive systems, global consequence and local consequence coincide and so
results about preservation of Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation over
the local relation hold immediately for the global and vice-versa. The conditions
of the next proposition hold in some of the deductive systems considered in the
examples of Section 5.

Proposition 4.2 Global consequence implies local consequence in a deductive sys-
tem whose rules are of the following types:

• axiom, with possibly a proviso imposing that it is only over atomic formulas,
that is, a rule of the following type ϕ,Γ→∆,ϕ ;

• weakening rule, that is, a rule of the following type Γ→∆
ϕ,Γ→∆ ;

• contraction rule, that is, a rule of the following type ϕ,ϕ,Γ→∆
ϕ,Γ→∆ ;

• cut rule, that is, a rule of the following type Γ1→∆1,ϕ ϕ,Γ2→∆2

Γ1,Γ2→∆1,∆2
;

• additive introduction rules, that is, rules introducing a formula at the left or
the right hand side of the conclusion sequent where the context formulas are
shared between the premises and the conclusion;

• multiplicative introduction rules, that is, rules introducing a formula at the
left or the right hand side of the conclusion sequent where the context in
the conclusion sequent are obtained by putting together the contexts in the
premises;

• other rules without premises;

and such that i. the rules with premises, in the deductive system, do not have pro-
visos restricting their left contexts, and ii. when the deductive system has additive
rules with more than one premise, the left weakening rule is admissible (that is, is
derivable).
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Proof: Let D be a deductive system with rules of one of the types described above,
where rules with premises do not have provisos over their left contexts, and where
the left weakening rule is admissible if the deductive system has additive rules with
more than one premise. We show by complete induction on the depth of a derivation
that if Ψ→ ∆ is derivable from a set of hypothesis {→ ϕ : ϕ ∈ Γ} then there exists
a tD-collection Γ′ of formulas in Γ such that Γ′,Ψ→ ∆ is derivable from the empty
set of hypothesis. Note that Γ′ may be empty. Let

D1
Ψ1 → ∆1 . . .

Dk
Ψk → ∆k

Ψ → ∆
r

where k is greater than or equal to 0, be a derivation in D of Ψ→ ∆ from a set of
hypothesis {→ ϕ : ϕ ∈ Γ}, where r denotes the justification of the last inference,
which may be hypothesis or a rule. Consider the following cases:

r is a rule without premises. Then there is a derivation for Ψ→ ∆ from the empty
set of hypothesis;

r is an hypothesis. Then Ψ → ∆ is → ψ where ψ is the formula used in the hy-
pothesis. Since Axiom is admissible in D, there is a derivation for ψ,Ψ → ∆ from
the empty set of hypothesis;

r is a weakening or a contraction rule. Then the following derivation is a derivation
for Γ′,Ψ→ ∆ from the empty set of hypothesis

D◦1
Γ′,Ψ1 → ∆1

Γ′,Ψ → ∆
r

where Γ′ is a tD-collection of formulas in Γ and D◦1 is a derivation for Γ′,Ψ1 → ∆1

from the empty set of hypothesis, that exist by induction hypothesis. Note that r
can be applied since by assumption there is no restriction over formulas in the left
contexts;

r is the cut rule. We omit the proof of this case since it is very similar to the case
when r is weakening or a contraction rule;

r is an introduction rule with only one premise or a multiplicative introduction rule
with more than one premise. The thesis follows since it is possible to consider the
following derivation

D◦1
Γ′1,Ψ1 → ∆1 . . .

D◦k
Γ′k,Ψk → ∆k

Γ′1, . . . ,Γ
′
k,Ψ → ∆

r

where, for i = 1, . . . , k, Γ′i is a tD-collection of formulas in Γ and D◦i , that exist by
induction hypothesis, is a derivation for Γ′i,Ψi → ∆i from the empty set of hypoth-
esis. Note that r can be applied since by assumption there is no restriction in r
over formulas in the left contexts;

r is an additive introduction rule with more than one premise. For each derivation

D◦i
Γ′i,Ψi → ∆i
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for i = 1, . . . , k, that exists by induction hypothesis, denote by D◦i w a derivation
for Γ′,Ψi → ∆i that exists since left weakening is admissible. Then

D◦1w
Γ′,Ψ1 → ∆1 . . .

D◦kw
Γ′,Ψk → ∆k

Γ′,Ψ → ∆
r

is a derivation for Γ′,Ψ→ ∆ from the empty set of hypothesis. Observe that r can
be applied since by assumption there is no restriction in r on formulas in the left
contexts. �

Consider the proof of Theorem 3.1 and assume that the consequence systems
involved in the theorem are deductive consequence systems, for instance, (L,`lD),
(L′,`lD′) and (L◦,`lD◦). Then, the deductions for Γ `lD◦ Ψ′ and Ψ′,∆ `lD◦ ϕ,
which are consequences referred to in that proof, have the structure depicted by the
following diagrams
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Observe that the central part of the deduction for Γ `lD◦ Ψ′ is the deduction in
D′ for h1(Γ) `lD′ Ψ′ called D′1. The remaining parts consist of the deductions D1i

for Γ `lD◦ h1(γi) for each γi ∈ Γ. Similarly for Ψ′,∆ `lD◦ ϕ, where the significant
part is the deduction D′2 for Ψ′, h1(∆) `lD′ h2(ϕ), and the remaining parts consist
of the deductions D2i for ∆ `lD◦ h1(δi) for each δi ∈ ∆, and the deduction D2 for
h2(ϕ) `lD◦ ϕ.

5 Examples

In this section we present several interesting examples of Maehara generalized trans-
lations and use them to take conclusions about Craig interpolation and Maehara
interpolation either in the local consequence systems or in the global consequence
systems induced by the deductive systems described in each example.

For each example we start by fully describing the deductive systems involved,
then for each deductive system we describe the function specifying the set of symbols
relevant for interpolation, finally we define the maps of the translation and after
that we prove the results about Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation.

We stress that, in each example, the set of symbols considered relevant for inter-
polation (given by the L-function) is also used in the literature when investigating
interpolation in that system.

The examples presented in this section are for propositional based logics. More-
over, in each example, we assume that each language is generated by a propositional
based signature. A propositional based signature C, or simply, a signature, is a fam-
ily

{Ck}k∈N
of sets of connectives of arity k. The language generated by the signature C, denoted
by LC , or simply L when there is no ambiguity, is the least set inductively defined as
follows: c(ϕ1, . . . , ϕk) ∈ L for every ϕ1, . . . , ϕk ∈ L, c ∈ Ck and k ∈ N . A deductive
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system (L,R) whose language L is generated by a signature C is presented as a pair
(C,R).

5.1 Interpolation in NLL⊕MALL

Consider the question of whether the linear logic associated with the deductive sys-
tem having as rules the rules of MALL (additive and multiplicative rules) and the
rules of NLL (intuitionistic rules), see [22, 15], enjoys Craig interpolation and Mae-
hara interpolation over the global and the local consequence relation. (Interpolation
for this logic was not studied in [25].) Using the results of this work we reduce this
problem to the same problem over its intuitionistic (NLL) fragment. We denote this
linear logic by NLL⊕MALL. The only difference of NLL with respect to the logic
appearing in [22] is that we do not impose a restriction on the language of the logic.
Moreover the translation we propose is based on the translation described in that
paper. The motivation for this example is to illustrate how it is possible, using the
results of this work, to reduce interpolation questions for a logic to interpolation
questions over another logic.

Deductive systems

The deductive system Dn+ma for NLL⊕MALL is such that, its language, Ln+ma,
is freely generated by the following signature Cn+ma:

• Cn+ma0 contains ⊥, 1 and a denumerable set of propositional symbols P ;

• Cn+ma1 = {∼};

• Cn+ma2 = {⊕n,⊗n,(,⊕m,⊗m,&,∇};

• Cn+mai = ∅, for i ≥ 3;

the Ln+ma-function
varn+ma

considered in this example associates to each formula ϕ of Ln+ma the symbols of
P present in ϕ. Sequents are pairs of finite multisets of formulas, and its sequent
calculus is defined by the following rules:

Init ξ1→ξ1

L⊗n Γ1,ξ1,ξ2→ξ3
Γ1,ξ1⊗nξ2→ξ3 R⊗n Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1→ξ2

Γ1,Γ′1→ξ1⊗nξ2

L( Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1,ξ2→ξ3
Γ1,Γ′1,ξ1(ξ2→ξ3 R( Γ1,ξ1→ξ2

Γ1→ξ1(ξ2

L⊕n Γ1,ξ1→ξ3 Γ1,ξ2→ξ3
Γ1,ξ1⊕nξ2→ξ3 Ri⊕n Γ1→ξi

Γ1→ξ1⊕nξ2 , i = 1, 2.

Cut
Γ1→Γ2,ξ1 ξ1,Γ

′
1→Γ′2

Γ1,Γ′1→Γ2,Γ′2

L1 Γ1→Γ2

Γ1,1→Γ2
R1 →1

L⊥ ⊥→ R⊥ Γ1→Γ2

Γ1→⊥,Γ2

10



L∼ Γ1→ξ1,Γ2

Γ1,∼ξ1→Γ2
R∼ Γ1,ξ1→Γ2

Γ1→∼ξ1,Γ2

L⊗m Γ1,ξ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1⊗mξ2→Γ2
R⊗m Γ1→ξ1,Γ2 Γ′1→ξ2,Γ

′
2

Γ1,Γ′1→ξ1⊗mξ2,Γ2,Γ′2

L∇ Γ1,ξ1→Γ2 Γ′1,ξ2→Γ′2
Γ1,Γ′1,ξ1∇ξ2→Γ2,Γ′2

R∇ Γ1→ξ1,ξ2,Γ2

Γ1→ξ1∇ξ2,Γ2

Li&
Γ1,ξi→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1&ξ2→Γ2
, i = 1, 2 R& Γ1→ξ1,Γ2 Γ1→ξ2,Γ2

Γ1→ξ1&ξ2,Γ2

L⊕m Γ1,ξ1→Γ2 Γ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1⊕mξ2→Γ2
Ri⊕m Γ1→ξi,Γ2

Γ1→ξ1⊕mξ2,Γ2
, i = 1, 2.

The deductive system Dn for NLL, is such that its language, Ln, is freely gen-
erated by the signature Cn:

• Cn0 is the set P ∪ {p$} where p$ is a symbol not in P .

• Cn2 = {⊕n,⊗n,(};

• Cni = ∅, for i = 1 or i ≥ 3;

and, the Ln-function
varn

considered in this example associates to each formula ϕ of Ln the symbols of P∪{p$}
present in ϕ. Sequents are pairs of finite multisets of formulas, and its sequent
calculus is defined by the following rules:

Init ξ1→ξ1 Cut
Γ1→ξ1 ξ1,Γ

′
1→ξ3

Γ1,Γ′1→ξ3

L⊗n Γ1,ξ1,ξ2→ξ3
Γ1,ξ1⊗nξ2→ξ3 R⊗n Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1→ξ2

Γ1,Γ′1→ξ1⊗nξ2

L( Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1,ξ2→ξ3
Γ1,Γ′1,ξ1(ξ2→ξ3 R( Γ1,ξ1→ξ2

Γ1→ξ1(ξ2

L⊕n Γ1,ξ1→ξ3 Γ1,ξ2→ξ3
Γ1,ξ1⊕nξ2→ξ3 Ri⊕n Γ1→ξi

Γ1→ξ1⊕nξ2 , i = 1, 2.

The deductive system Dn+$ma is such that its signature is the union of the
signatures of Dn+ma and Dn, that is, is the signature of Dn+ma, enriched with
the additional symbol p$. We denote its language by Ln+$ma. The rules of this
deductive system are the union of the rules of Dn+ma and Dn plus two additional
rules expressing that p$ behaves as ⊥:

Lp$ p$→
Rp$

Γ1→
Γ1→p$

together with the following derived rules

L¬$
Γ1→ξ1

Γ1,¬$ξ1→
R¬$

Γ1,ξ1→
Γ1→¬$ξ1

where ¬$ϕ denotes the formula ϕ( p$.
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Translation

Consider the following maps h1, h2 : Ln+ma → Ln and h : Ln → Ln+ma inductively
defined as follows:

• h1(⊥) = p$;

• h1(1) = p$ ( p$;

• h1(p) = p for each p in P ;

• h1(∼ ϕ) = ¬$h1(ϕ);

• h1(ϕ1∇ϕ2) = ¬$((¬$h1(ϕ1))⊗n (¬$h1(ϕ2)));

• h1(ϕ1&ϕ2) = ¬$((¬$h1(ϕ1))⊕n (¬$h1(ϕ2)));

• h1(ϕ1 ◦m ϕ2) = (¬$¬$h1(ϕ1)) ◦n (¬$¬$h1(ϕ2)), for ◦ ∈ {⊗,⊕};

• h1(ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2) = (¬$¬$h1(ϕ1)) ◦ (¬$¬$h1(ϕ2)), for ◦ ∈ {⊗n,⊕n,(};

• h2(ϕ) = ¬$¬$h1(ϕ);

• h(p$) = ⊥;

• h(p) = p for each p in P ;

• h(ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2) = h(ϕ1) ◦ h(ϕ2) for ◦ ∈ {⊗n,(,⊕n}.

We now prove that 〈h1, h2, h〉 satisfies the conditions of a Maehara generalized
translation schema from (Ln+ma,`lDn+ma

) to (Ln,`lDn) via (Ln+$ma,`lDn+$ma
) with

respect to varn+ma and varn. Due to space constraints and in order to improve
the readability of the paper we sketch the proofs and omit its details. We start
by showing that it satisfies condition 1 of the definition of a Maehara generalized
translation schema.

Lemma 5.1 The pair of maps h1 and h2 is such that h1(Ψ) `lDn h2(ϕ) whenever

Ψ `lDn+ma
ϕ and Ψ and {ϕ} are contained in Ln+ma.

Proof sketch: The proof follows by showing by complete induction on the depth of
sequent derivations that if Ψ→ ∆ is a theorem in Dn+ma then h1(Ψ),¬$h1(∆)→ p$

is a theorem in Dn. For full details consult the Appendix [2]. �

In the next lemma it is established that h satisfies condition 3 and condition 4
of the definition of Maehara generalized translation schema.

Lemma 5.2 The map h is such that

• Γ `lDn+ma
h(ψ) whenever Γ `lDn+$ma

ψ

• h(Ψ),∆ `lDn+ma
ϕ whenever Ψ,∆ `lDn+$ma

ϕ

where Γ ∪∆ ∪ {ϕ} is contained in Ln+ma and Ψ ∪ {ψ} is contained in Ln.

Proof sketch: The proof follows by showing by complete induction on the depth of
a sequent derivation that if Ψ and ∆ are sets contained in Ln+$ma and Ψ → ∆

is a theorem in Dn+$ma then h(Ψ) → h(∆) is a theorem in Dn+ma where h is a
map from Ln+$ma to Ln+ma extending h by establishing also an identity on the
connectives of MALL. For full details consult the Appendix [2]. �
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In order to show that the proposed translation satisfies condition 2 of the defi-
nition of Maehara generalized translation schema, that is, ϕ `lDn+$ma

h1(ϕ) and

h2(ϕ) `lDn+$ma
ϕ for ϕ in Ln+ma, we use the following auxiliary map ha from

Ln+ma to Ln+ma inductively defined as follows:

• ha(⊥) = ⊥;

• ha(p) =∼∼ p for p in P ;

• ha(1) =∼∼ 1;

• ha(∼ ϕ) =∼ ha(ϕ);

• ha(ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2) =∼∼ ((∼∼ ha(ϕ1)) ◦ (∼∼ ha(ϕ2))) for ◦ ∈ {⊗m,⊕m,⊗n,⊕n};

• ha(ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2) = (∼∼ ha(ϕ1)) ◦ (∼∼ ha(ϕ2)) for ◦ ∈ {∇,&,(}.

Lemma 5.3 The maps h1, h2 and ha are such that

1. ϕ a`lDn+$ma
ha(ϕ)

2. ha(ϕ) a`lDn+$ma
h1(ϕ)

3. h2(ϕ) a`lDn+$ma
ha(ϕ)

for ϕ in Ln+ma.

Proof sketch: The proofs follow by complete induction on the complexity of a for-
mula. For full details consult the Appendix [2]. �

Proposition 5.4 The tuple 〈h1, h2, h〉 is a Maehara generalized translation schema
from (Ln+ma,`lDn+ma

) to (Ln,`lDn) via (Ln+$ma,`lDn+$ma
) with respect to varn+ma

and varn.

Proof: The domain and co-domain of h1, h2 and h are as indicated in the def-
inition of Maehara generalized translation schema. We now show that they sat-
isfy all the conditions of that definition. Condition 1. follows immediately by
Lemma 5.1; condition 2. follows by Lemma 5.3; condition 3. and condition 4. follow
by Lemma 5.2; condition 5. follows immediately by induction on the structure of
a formula taking into account the way h1 is defined inductively on the structure
of a formula, and since h1(p) = p and h2(p) = ¬$¬$p; condition 6. follows since
varn(h(hi(ϕ))) = varn(ϕ) for i = 1, 2 and taking into account the way h is defined
inductively on the structure of a formula. �

Using the fact that the proposed translation satisfies the conditions of the
Maehara generalized translation schema from (Ln+ma,`lDn+ma

) to (Ln,`lDn) via

(Ln+$ma,`lDn+$ma
) with respect to varn+ma and varn, see Proposition 5.4, it is

possible to conclude by Corollary 3.4 the following result.

Corollary 5.5 The logic NLL⊕MALL has Craig/Maehara interpolation over its lo-
cal consequence relation with respect to varn+ma whenever NLL has Craig/Maehara
interpolation over its local consequence relation with respect to varn.

It is not possible to conclude, by using Corollary 3.4, preservation of Craig inter-
polation and Maehara interpolation over global consequence, since Dn+ma does not
satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.2. So, preservation of that properties has to
be proved by showing that 〈h1, h2, h〉 satisfies the conditions of the Maehara general-
ized translation schema from (Ln+ma,`gDn+ma

) to (Ln,`gDn) via (Ln+$ma,`
g
Dn+$ma

)

with respect to varn+ma and varn, and then use Corollary 3.4.
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Lemma 5.6 The pair of maps h1 and h2 is such that h1(Ψ) `gDn h2(ϕ) whenever
Ψ `gn+ma ϕ and Ψ and {ϕ} are contained in Ln+ma.

Proof sketch: The proof follows by showing by complete induction on the depth of
a sequent derivation that if Γ→ ∆ is derivable in Dn+ma from the set of hypothesis
{→ ψ : ψ ∈ Ψ} then h1(Γ),¬$h1(∆) → p$ is derivable in Dn from the set of
hypothesis {→ h1(ψ) : ψ ∈ Ψ}. For full details consult the Appendix [2]. �

We now show that h satisfies also condition 3 and condition 4 of the definition
of Maehara generalized translation schema over the global consequence systems.

Lemma 5.7 The map h is such that

• Γ `gDn+ma
h(ψ) whenever Γ `gDn+$ma

ψ

• h(Ψ),∆ `gDn+ma
ϕ whenever Ψ,∆ `gDn+$ma

ϕ

where Γ ∪∆ ∪ {ϕ} is contained in Ln+ma and Ψ ∪ {ψ} is contained in Ln.

Proof sketch: We show by complete induction on the depth of a sequent derivation
that if Γ and ∆ are sets contained in Ln+$ma and Γ → ∆ is derivable in Dn+$ma

from the set of hypothesis {→ ψ : ψ ∈ Ψ} then h(Γ)→ h(∆) is derivable in Dn+ma

from the set of hypothesis {→ h(ψ) : ψ ∈ Ψ} where h is a map from Ln+$ma to
Ln+ma extending h by establishing an identity on the connectives not in Dn. For
full details consult the Appendix [2]. �

Finally we prove that 〈h1, h2, h〉 satisfies also condition 2 of Maehara generalized
translation schema over the global consequence systems. The proof of the lemma
follows immediately by Proposition 4.1 since similar deductions hold for the local
consequence relation, see Lemma 5.3.

Lemma 5.8 The maps ha, h1 and h2 are such that

1. ϕ a`gDn+$ma
ha(ϕ)

2. ha(ϕ) a`gDn+$ma
h1(ϕ)

3. h2(ϕ) a`gDn+$ma
ha(ϕ)

for ϕ in Ln+ma.

Henceforth, using the previous results, Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 5.8,
we conclude that the proposed translation is also a Maehara generalized translation
schema over the global consequence systems with respect to varn+ma and varn.

Proposition 5.9 The tuple 〈h1, h2, h〉 is a Maehara generalized translation schema
from (Ln+ma,`gDn+ma

) to (Ln,`gDn) via (Ln+$ma,`
g
Dn+$ma

) with respect to varn+ma

and varn.

Therefore it is now possible to conclude that NLL⊕MALL enjoys also Craig
interpolation and Maehara interpolation over its global consequence relation with
respect to varn+ma if NLL enjoys them over with respect to varn.

Corollary 5.10 Logic NLL⊕MALL enjoys Craig/Maehara interpolation over its
global consequence relation with respect to varn+ma whenever NLL enjoys Craig/Ma-
ehara interpolation over its global consequence relation with respect to varn.
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5.2 Interpolation in FLew⊕MLL

In this example we prove that the full Lambek calculus with exchange and weakening
enriched with multiplicative classical linear logic rules enjoys Craig interpolation
and Maehara interpolation over its global consequence relation. These properties
are proved by translating this logic to the fragment of full Lambek calculus with
exchange, FLe, which enjoys those properties. As far as we know it was not known
before whether full Lambek calculus with exchange and weakening enriched with
multiplicative classical linear logic rules enjoyed Craig interpolation and Maehara
interpolation over its global consequence relation. The novelty of the translation
we propose resides on the combination of Kiriyama-Ono style translation features,
see [17], with Kolmogorov-Gentzen-Gödel style translation features.

Deductive systems

We start by presenting the deductive systemDw+m for the full Lambek calculus with
exchange and weakening enriched with multiplicative classical linear logic rules. We
note that this system can be seen as the combination of full Lambek calculus with
exchange and weakening (an extended BCK logic), FLew, and multiplicative linear
logic, MLL, and so is represented as FLew⊕MLL, see [17, 28, 3, 16]. The deductive
system Dw+m is such that, its language, Lw+m, is generated by the signature Cw+m

with:

• Cw+m0 contains ⊥, ⊥m, 0, 1, 1m and a denumerable set of propositional
symbols P ,

• Cw+m1 = {∼},

• Cw+m2 = {∗,⊃,∧,∨,⊗,∇}, and

• Cw+mk = ∅, for k ≥ 3,

where we may also use ¬ as an abbreviation for the Lambek negation, that is, ¬ϕ
is an abbreviation of ϕ ⊃ ⊥. The Lw+m-function

varw+m

considered in this example associates to each formula ϕ of Lw+m the symbols of P
present in ϕ. Sequents in Dw+m are pairs of finite multisets of formulas, and its
sequent calculus is defined by the following rules:

Init ξ1→ξ1

Lw Γ1→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 Rw Γ1→

Γ1→ξ1

L⊥ ⊥→ R1 →1

L∗ Γ1,ξ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∗ξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 R∗ Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1→ξ2

Γ1,Γ′1→ξ1∗ξ2

L⊃ Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1,ξ2→Γ′2
Γ1,Γ′1,ξ1⊃ξ2→Γ′2

/ |Γ′2| ≤ 1 R⊃ Γ1,ξ1→ξ2
Γ1→ξ1⊃ξ2

Lk∧ Γ1,ξk→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∧ξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1, k = 1, 2 R∧ Γ1→ξ1 Γ1→ξ2

Γ1→ξ1∧ξ2

L∨ Γ1,ξ1→Γ2 Γ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∨ξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 Rk∨ Γ1→ξk

Γ1→ξ1∨ξ2 , k = 1, 2
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L0 Γ1,0→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1,

L1m
Γ1→Γ2

Γ1,1m→Γ2
R1m →1m

L⊥m ⊥m→ R⊥m Γ1→Γ2

Γ1→⊥m,Γ2

L∼ Γ1→ξ1,Γ2

Γ1,∼ξ1→Γ2
R∼ Γ1,ξ1→Γ2

Γ1→∼ξ1,Γ2

L⊗ Γ1,ξ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1⊗ξ2→Γ2
R⊗ Γ1→ξ1,Γ2 Γ′1→ξ2,Γ

′
2

Γ1,Γ′1→ξ1⊗ξ2,Γ2,Γ′2

L∇ Γ1,ξ1→Γ2 Γ′1,ξ2→Γ′2
Γ1,Γ′1,ξ1∇ξ2→Γ2,Γ′2

R∇ Γ1→ξ1,ξ2,Γ2

Γ1→ξ1∇ξ2,Γ2

The deductive system De for full Lambek calculus with exchange, FLe, is such
that, its language, Le, is generated by the signature Ce with:

• Ce0 contains ⊥, 0, 1 and P ,

• Ce2 = {∗,∧,⊃,∨}, and

• Cek = ∅ for k 6= 0, 2,

where we may also use ¬ as the usual abbreviation. The Le-function

vare

considered in this example associates to each formula ϕ of Le the symbols of P
present in ϕ. Sequents in De are pairs of finite multisets of formulas, and its sequent
calculus is defined by the following rules:

Init ξ1→ξ1 L0 Γ1,0→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1

L1 Γ1→Γ2

Γ1,1→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 R1 →1

L⊥ ⊥→ R⊥ Γ1→
Γ1→⊥

L∗ Γ1,ξ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∗ξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 R∗ Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1→ξ2

Γ1,Γ′1→ξ1∗ξ2

L⊃ Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1,ξ2→Γ′2
Γ1,Γ′1,ξ1⊃ξ2→Γ′2

/ |Γ′2| ≤ 1 R⊃ Γ1,ξ1→ξ2
Γ1→ξ1⊃ξ2

Lk∧ Γ1,ξk→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∧ξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1, k = 1, 2 R∧ Γ1→ξ1 Γ1→ξ2

Γ1→ξ1∧ξ2

L∨ Γ1,ξ1→Γ2 Γ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∨ξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 Rk∨ Γ1→ξk

Γ1→ξ1∨ξ2 , k = 1, 2.

moreover, we may use the following derived rules

L¬ Γ1→ξ1
Γ1,¬ξ1→ R¬ Γ1,ξ1→

Γ1→¬ξ1

in order to simplify the presentation of derivations.
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Translation

Consider the following maps h1, h2 : Lw+m → Le and h : Le → Lw+m inductively
defined as follows:

• h2(ϕ) = ¬¬h1(ϕ);

• h1(ϕ) = (h−1 (ϕ) ∨ ⊥);

• h−1 (p) = p for p in P ;

• h−1 (a) = a for a in {⊥,0,1};

• h−1 (ϕ1 ⊃ ϕ2) = (hl1(ϕ1) ⊃ (¬¬h1(ϕ2)));

• h−1 (ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2) = ((¬¬h1(ϕ1)) ◦ (¬¬h1(ϕ2))) for ◦ in {∧,∨};

• h−1 (⊥m) = ⊥;

• h−1 (1m) = 1;

• h−1 (∼ ϕ1) = ¬hl1(ϕ1);

• h−1 (ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2) = (¬¬h1(ϕ1) ∗ ¬¬h1(ϕ2)) for ◦ in {⊗, ∗};

• h−1 (ϕ1∇ϕ2) = (¬h2(ϕ1)) ⊃ (¬¬h1(ϕ2));

• hl1(ϕ) = (hl1
−

(ϕ) ∧ 1);

• hl1
−

(p) = p for p in P ;

• hl1
−

(a) = a for a in {⊥,0,1};

• hl1
−

(ϕ1 ⊃ ϕ2) = ((¬¬h1(ϕ1)) ⊃ hl1(ϕ2));

• hl1
−

(ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2) = (hl1(ϕ1) ◦ hl1(ϕ2)) for ◦ in {∧,∨};

• hl1
−

(⊥m) = ⊥;

• hl1
−

(1m) = 1;

• hl1
−

(∼ ϕ1) = ¬h2(ϕ1);

• hl1
−

(ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2) = (hl1(ϕ1) ∗ hl1(ϕ2)) for ◦ in {⊗, ∗};

• hl1
−

(ϕ1∇ϕ2) = ((¬hl1(ϕ1)) ⊃ hl1(ϕ2));

• h(ϕ) = ϕ.

We now show that 〈h1, h2, h〉 constitute a Maehara generalized translation sche-
ma from (Lw+m,`gDw+m

) to (Le,`gDe) via (Lw+m,`gDw+m
) with respect to varw+m

and vare. We start by observing that h satisfies condition 3 and condition 4 of the
definition of Maehara generalized translation schema, that is,

• Γ `gDw+m
h(ψ) whenever Γ `gDw+m

ψ

• h(Ψ) `gDw+m
ϕ whenever Ψ `gDw+m

ϕ
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where Γ ∪ {ϕ} is contained in Lw+m and Ψ ∪ {ψ} is contained in Le. Condition 1
of the definition of Maehara generalized translation schema is also satisfied by the
proposed translation, as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.11 The pair of maps h1 and h2 is such that h1(Ψ) `gDe h2(ϕ) whenever
Ψ `gDw+m

ϕ and Ψ and {ϕ} are contained in Lw+m.

Proof sketch: The proof follows by complete induction on the depth of a sequent
derivation by showing that if Γ→ ∆ is derivable in Dw+m from the set of hypothesis
{→ ψ : ψ ∈ Ψ} then hl1(Γ),¬h1(∆)→ is derivable in De from the set of hypothesis
{→ h1(ψ) : ψ ∈ Ψ}. For full details consult the Appendix [2]. �

In order to prove that the tuple 〈h1, h2, h〉 satisfies condition 2, we consider an
auxiliary map ha that transforms a formula to an equivalent one that can circumvent
the difficulties imposed by reasoning with rules with cardinality restrictions on its
right side. The map ha is inductively defined as follows:

• ha(p) =∼∼ p for p in P ;

• ha(a) = a for a in {⊥,0,1};

• ha(⊥m) = ⊥m;

• ha(1m) = 1m;

• ha(ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2) =∼∼ (ha(ϕ1) ◦ ha(ϕ2)) for ◦ in {⊗, ∗,⊃,∧,∨};

• ha(ϕ1∇ϕ2) =∼∼ ((∼∼ ha(ϕ1))∇(∼∼ ha(ϕ2)));

• ha(∼ ϕ1) =∼ ha(ϕ1).

Lemma 5.12 The maps h1, h2, hl1 and ha are such that

1. h1(ϕ) a`gDw+m
ha(ϕ), h2(ϕ) a`gDw+m

ha(ϕ) and ha(ϕ) a`gDw+m
hl1(ϕ)

2. ϕ a`gDw+m
ha(ϕ)

for ϕ in Lw+m.

Proof sketch: The proof follows by complete induction on the complexity of the
formula. For full details consult the Appendix [2]. �

Putting together the previous lemmas we can now prove the following proposi-
tion.

Proposition 5.13 The tuple 〈h1, h2, h〉 is a Maehara generalized translation sche-
ma from (Lw+m,`gDw+m

) to (Le,`gDe) via (Lw+m,`gDw+m
) with respect to varw+m

and vare.

Proof: The proof follows straightforwardly taking into account the previous lem-
mas, Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.12, the observation that h satisfies condition 3
and condition 4 of the definition of Maehara generalized translation schema (ob-
serve that the deductive systems involved are the same and h is the identity),
the fact that 1 and ⊥ are not symbols relevant for interpolation, the fact that
varw+m(h(hi(ϕ))) = varw+m(ϕ), and by taking into account the way h is defined
inductively on the structure of a formula. �
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Moreover, by Proposition 3.3, there is a Craig generalized translation schema
from (Lw+m,`gDw+m

) to (Le,`gDe) via (Lw+m,`gDw+m
) with respect to varw+m and

vare. So, by Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 we can now establish the following
corollary, capitalizing on the fact that FLe enjoys Craig interpolation and Maehara
interpolation over its global consequence relation with respect to vare, see [8, 23].

Corollary 5.14 The logic FLew⊕MLL enjoys Craig interpolation and Maehara
interpolation with respect to varw+m over its global consequence relation.

5.3 Interpolation in IL⊕CL

In this subsection we investigate whether the logic resulting from the combination by
fibring of intuitionistic logic and classical logic enjoys Craig interpolation and Mae-
hara interpolation either over its local consequence or over its global consequence.
We prove that this is indeed the case by reducing this question to the same question
over intuitionistic logic. The reduction is made by defining a Kolmogorov-Gentzen-
Gödel style translation between those logics. The motivation of this example is to
show how the results obtained in this work can be used to answer this interesting
question, and not in the answer itself, which was already investigated by the authors
in [4], in the context of fibring, using preliminary tools and methods that inspired
the ones developed herein.

The language of the logic resulting from the combination by fibring of intuition-
istic logic and classical logic is generated from the signature with the connectives of
both logics. The set of rules of a deductive system for the combined logic is simply
the union of the set of rules of intuitionistic logic and the set of rules of classical
logic.

Deductive systems

We start by presenting the deductive system Di+c for the logic resulting from the
fibring of intuitionistic logic and classical logic. The language of this system, Li+c,
is freely generated by the signature Ci+c defined as follows:

• Ci+c0 contains ⊥i, ⊥c and a denumerable set of propositional symbols P ;

• Ci+c2 = {∧i,∨i,⇒i,⇒c};

• Ci+ck = ∅ for k 6= 0, 2;

where we may use ∧c, ∨c and ¬c as the usual classical abbreviations, and ¬i as the
abbreviation for intuitionistic negation. The Li+c-function

vari+c

considered in this example associates to each formula ϕ of Li+c the symbols of P
present in ϕ. Sequents in Di+c are pairs of multisets of formulas and its sequent
calculus is defined by the following rules:

Lw Γ1→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1→Γ2
Rw Γ1→Γ2

Γ1→Γ2,ξ1

Lc Γ1,ξ1,ξ1→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1→Γ2
Rc Γ1→Γ2,ξ1,ξ1

Γ1→Γ2,ξ1

Ax ξ1→ξ1

L⇒i
Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1,ξ2→Γ′2
Γ1,Γ′1,ξ1⇒iξ2→Γ′2

/ |Γ′2| ≤ 1 R⇒i
Γ1,ξ1→ξ2

Γ1→ξ1⇒iξ2

L∧ij
Γ1,ξj→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∧iξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 (j = 1, 2) R∧i Γ1→ξ1 Γ1→ξ2

Γ1→ξ1∧iξ2
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L∨i Γ1,ξ1→Γ2 Γ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∨iξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 R∨ij

Γ1→ξj
Γ1→ξ1∨iξ2 (j = 1, 2)

⊥i ⊥i→ ⊥c ⊥c→

L⇒c
Γ1→ξ1,Γ2 Γ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1⇒cξ2→Γ2
R⇒c

Γ1,ξ1→ξ2,Γ2

Γ1→ξ1⇒cξ2,Γ2

plus the following derived rules:

L¬i Γ1→ξ1
Γ1,¬i ξ1→ R¬i Γ1,ξ1→

Γ1→¬i ξ1

L¬c Γ1→ξ1,Γ2

Γ1,¬c ξ1→Γ2
R¬c Γ1,ξ1→Γ2

Γ1→¬c ξ1,Γ2

The language Li of the deductive system Di for intuitionistic logic, is freely
generated by the signature Ci such that:

• Ci0 contains ⊥i and a denumerable set of propositional symbols Pi;

• Ci2 = {∧i,∨i,⇒i};

• Cik = ∅ for k 6= 0, 2;

where we may use ¬i as the usual abbreviation, and assume that Pi ∩ P = ∅. The
Li-function

vari

considered in this example associates to each formula ϕ of Li the symbols of Pi
present in ϕ. Sequents in Di are pairs of multisets of formulas and its sequent
calculus is defined by the following rules:

Ax ξ1→ξ1 Lc Γ1,ξ1,ξ1→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1

Lw Γ1→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 Rw Γ1→

Γ1→ξ1

⊥i ⊥i→

L⇒i
Γ1→ξ1 Γ′1,ξ2→Γ′2
Γ1,Γ′1,ξ1⇒iξ2→Γ′2

/ |Γ′2| ≤ 1 R⇒i
Γ1,ξ1→ξ2

Γ1→ξ1⇒iξ2

L∧ij
Γ1,ξj→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∧iξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 (j = 1, 2) R∧i Γ1→ξ1 Γ1→ξ2

Γ1→ξ1∧iξ2

L∨i Γ1,ξ1→Γ2 Γ1,ξ2→Γ2

Γ1,ξ1∨iξ2→Γ2
/ |Γ2| ≤ 1 R∨ij

Γ1→ξj
Γ1→ξ1∨iξ2 (j = 1, 2)

plus the following derived rules

L¬i Γ1→ξ1
Γ1,¬i ξ1→ R¬i Γ1,ξ1→

Γ1→¬i ξ1 .

We now define the deductive system Di+ιc. Fix a bijective map ι from P to Pi.
The language of the deductive system is freely generated by the signature Ci+c∪Ci,
that is, Ci+c with the intuitionistic propositional symbols. Its consequence relation
is generated by the rules of Di+c enriched with two additional rules expressing the
relationship between the propositional symbols in the fibring and their intuitionistic
counterparts:

Lι
ι(ξ1)→ξ1

/ ξ1 ∈ P Rι
ξ1→¬i¬iι(ξ1)

/ ξ1 ∈ P

moreover we denote the language of this system by Li+ιc. Observe also that im-
posing that ι is a bijection is not a restriction since both P and Pi are denumerable
sets.
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Translation

A Kolmogorov-Gentzen-Gödel style translation from Di+c to Di is now established.
Consider the maps h1, h2 : Li+c → Li and h : Li → Li+c where h1 is inductively
defined as follows:

• h1(p) = ¬i¬iι(p) for p ∈ P ;

• h1(ci(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn)) = ci(¬i¬ih1(ϕ1), . . . ,¬i¬ih1(ϕn)) for ci in Ci+cn, n ≥ 0;

• h1(⊥c) = ⊥i;

• h1(ϕ1 ⇒c ϕ2) = (¬i¬ih1(ϕ1))⇒i (¬i¬ih1(ϕ2));

and h2(ϕ) = ¬i¬ih1(ϕ), and h is such that

• h(ι(p)) = p for p ∈ P ;

• h(c(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn)) = c(h(ϕ1), . . . , h(ϕn)) for c ∈ Cin.

This translation is similar to the Kolmogorov-Gentzen-Gödel translation for in-
stance with respect to the prefixing of some subformulas with a double negation.
However it generalizes that type of translation by not imposing that both deductive
systems have the same propositional symbols. We now prove some lemmas use-
ful to establish that 〈h1, h2, h〉 is a Maehara generalized translation schema from
(Li+c,`lDi+c) to (Li,`lDi) via (Li+ιc,`lDi+ιc) with respect to vari+c and vari.

Lemma 5.15 The pair of maps h1 and h2 is such that h1(Ψ) `lDi h2(ϕ) whenever

Ψ `lDi+c ϕ, and Ψ and {ϕ} are contained in Li+c.

Proof sketch: The proof follows by complete induction on the depth of a sequent
derivation by showing that if Ψ→ ∆ is a theorem in Di+c then h1(Ψ),¬ih1(∆)→
is a theorem in Di. For full details consult the Appendix [2]. �

In order to show that h1 and h2 satisfy condition 2 of the definition of Maehara
generalized translation schema we introduce an auxiliary map hc from Li+c to Li+c
inductively defined as follows:

• hc(ϕ) = ϕ whenever ϕ is either ⊥i or ⊥c;

• hc(ϕ) = ¬c¬cϕ whenever ϕ is in P ;

• hc(ϕ1⇒c ϕ2) = (¬c¬chc(ϕ1))⇒c (¬c¬chc(ϕ2));

• hc(ϕ1 ∨i ϕ2) = ¬c ¬c(¬c¬chc(ϕ1)) ∨i (¬c¬chc(ϕ2));

• hc(ci(ϕ1, ϕ2)) = ci(¬c¬chc(ϕ1),¬c¬chc(ϕ2)) whenever ci ∈ {∧i,⇒i}.

which capitalizes on the existence of a classical negation in order to show the equiv-
alence between a formula and its translation.

Lemma 5.16 The maps hc, h1 and h2 are such that

• ϕ a`lDi+ιc hc(ϕ);

• hc(ϕ) a`lDi+ιc h1(ϕ);

• h2(ϕ) a`lDi+ιc hc(ϕ);

for ϕ in Li+c.
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Proof sketch: The proofs follow by complete induction on the complexity of the
formula. For full details consult the Appendix [2]. �

Finally we show that h satisfies also condition 3 and condition 4 of the definition
of Maehara generalized translation schema.

Lemma 5.17 The map h is such that

• Γ `lDi+c h(ψ) whenever Γ `lDi+ιc ψ

• h(Ψ),∆ `lDi+c ϕ whenever Ψ,∆ `lDi+ιc ϕ

where Γ ∪∆ ∪ {ϕ} is contained in Li+c and Ψ ∪ {ψ} is contained in Li.

Proof sketch: We show by complete induction on the depth of a sequent derivation
that if Γ and ∆ are sets contained in Li+ιc and Γ→ ∆ is a theorem of Di+ιc then
h(Γ)→ h(∆) is a theorem of Di+c where h is a map from Li+ιc to Li+c extending
h by establishing an identity on the connectives not in Di. For full details consult
the Appendix [2]. �

Using the previous lemmas we can now prove that the proposed translation
satisfies all the conditions of the Maehara generalized translation schema.

Proposition 5.18 The triple 〈h1, h2, h〉 is a Maehara generalized translation schema
from (Li+c,`lDi+c) to (Li,`lDi) via (Li+ιc,`lDi+ιc) with respect to vari+c and vari.

Proof: The result follows straightforwardly by taking into account Lemma 5.15,
Lemma 5.16 and Lemma 5.17. Moreover vari+c(h(hi(ϕ))) = vari+c(ϕ) for ϕ in Lc+i
and vari(h1(ϕ)) = vari(h2(ϕ)) as can be shown by induction on the structure of ϕ.
�

Our initial question about whether the fibring of classical and intuitionistic
logic enjoys Craig interpolation or Maehara interpolation, either over its local con-
sequence relation or over its global consequence relation, can now be positively
answered.

Theorem 5.19 The fibring of classical and intuitionistic logic enjoys Craig inter-
polation and Maehara interpolation with respect to vari+c over its local consequence
relation and its global consequence relation.

Proof: Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation over local consequence hold
due to Corollary 3.4 since intuitionistic logic enjoys those properties with respect to
vari and since there is a Maehara generalized translation schema from (Li+c,`lDi+c)
to (Li,`lDi) via (Li+ιc,`lDi+ιc) with respect to vari+c and vari, see Proposition 5.18.
The fibring of classical and intuitionistic logic enjoys Craig interpolation and Mae-
hara interpolation over global consequence since, by Theorem 3.4, in the deductive
system considered herein for that logic, global consequence and local consequence
coincide. �

6 Conclusions

Preservation results for showing that a logic enjoys Craig interpolation or Mae-
hara interpolation, or for showing that a logic does not enjoy those properties are
proved. In particular, the results distinguish between Craig interpolation and Mae-
hara interpolation over local consequence and over global consequence. We present
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some interesting examples illustrating those preservation results. Contrarily to the
traditional methods for proving Craig interpolation, this new alternative allows to
capitalize on results about Craig interpolation and Maehara interpolation on other
logics, more precisely on other logics for which there is a specific translation between
the consequence systems involved satisfying some properties.
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